
Good bj

1. Band Or Singer Name

2. Year

3. Brand Name Kroger Whirl Pool Ect

4. Name A Song

5. Adjective

6. Part Of Body

7. Part Of Body

8. Adverb

9. Adjective

10. Verb - Base Form

11. Liquid

12. Adjective - Ends In Est
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24. Adjective

25. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

26. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

27. Adjective

28. Animal (Plural)

29. Part Of Body

30. Noun - Plural

31. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

32. Part Of Body

33. Adjective

34. Adjective
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The Music: Band or Singer name Year Brand name Kroger Whirl Pool ect record, the one with "

name a song ." Just 'cause.

The Act: Because these "sex tips" were so, uh, Adjective , I knew I had to up my game. I couldn't just

diddle with his Part of Body and the back of his Part of Body , then hop aboard. So I made it a full-

on massage, mainly so he wouldn't think I had, like, a thing for Repeat Last Part of Body creases. It seemed like that

was the kind of thing that could snowball, like when someone says Adverb one damn time that they like

Adjective socks or something, and then Verb - Base Form them every gift-giving occasion from then

on.

I gathered some amazing massage liquid (For the record, "massage" is one of the Adjective - Ends 

in EST words ever. "Nude" is no good either. Write this down, will you?), as well as some really

Adjective lube because I think that slippery Noun - Plural is super sexy. You may disagree, so

Verb - Base Form your lube levels up or down, to your liking.

The massage (which was in the nude) went well until I tried my secret Noun move. "Are you

experiencing



mind-blowing Noun - Plural ?" I asked, realizing that that is not how sexy people Verb - Base Form .

He knew a trick question when he heard one and wisely chose not to Verb - Base Form . But it was obvious

that it completely "meh." It honestly would have been more exciting if I'd done that thing where a grade-school

crush comes up and Verb - Present ends in S on your Part of Body , causing them to Verb - Base 

Form .

The Part of Body sucking is a Adjective classic tip, even though it is a bit "Look at my sexy move

." It really is like a preview of what you'll be doing to his Weewee and I found myself Verb - Present ends in 

ING off on it because, if you must know, I do like Verb - Present ends in ING head.. said nothing about my

" Adjective tongue" but I'm sure he will brag about getting some Repeat Last Adjective tongue action later

because that's exactly how Animal (plural) talk.

The Verdict: The Part of Body tip doesn't even really qualify as a tip. Sure, some Noun - Plural

might dig it but it's not, like, Forbidden Wisdom courtesans have secretly been Verb - Present ends in ING

down for generations.

The Part of Body tip is excellent, but it works best if the urge to suck rises organically and you do it with

the proper amount of Adjective debauchery. Then, my friend, it's Adjective .
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